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What if Meg had to become a Greek god? After Hercules proves he's a true hero and
regains his godship, all seems right in the world. That is, until Zeus tells Meg that she
can't be with Hercules because she's, well, mortal. Luckily, Hera has a solution, offering
Meg a chance to prove herself worthy of a spot on Mt. Olympus--as a god. All Meg has
to do is complete a mysterious quest. The mission? Oh, just to rescue her ex's current
wife from the Underworld. The ex-boyfriend she saved by selling her soul to Hades.
The ex-boyfriend who immediately moved on to someone else while she was stuck in
the Underworld. Can Meg put her past behind her and use her quick-wit to defeat
monsters and gods alike, including the nefarious Hades? Will she finally figure out her
place and contribution to the world? Or will her fear of commitment have her running
away from an eternity of godhood with Herc? Written by the author of Mirror, Mirror and
Conceal, Don't Feel, Jen Calonita's latest twist is sure to delight and surprise.
Meg and the RomansPuffin
A brilliantly inventive novel about three astronauts training for the first-ever mission to
Mars, an experience that will push the boundary between real and unreal, test their
relationships, and leave each of them—and their families—changed forever. “A
transcendent, cross-cultural, and cross planetary journey into the mysteries of space
and self....Howrey’s expansive vision left me awestruck.”—Ruth Ozeki “Howrey's
exquisite novel demonstrates that the final frontier may not be space after all.”—J. Ryan
Stradal In an age of space exploration, we search to find ourselves. In four years,
aerospace giant Prime Space will put the first humans on Mars. Helen Kane, Yoshihiro
Tanaka, and Sergei Kuznetsov must prove they’re the crew for the historic voyage by
spending seventeen months in the most realistic simulation ever created. Constantly
observed by Prime Space’s team of "Obbers," Helen, Yoshi, and Sergei must appear
ever in control. But as their surreal pantomime progresses, each soon realizes that the
complications of inner space are no less fraught than those of outer space. The borders
between what is real and unreal begin to blur, and each astronaut is forced to confront
demons past and present, even as they struggle to navigate their increasingly
claustrophobic quarters—and each other. Astonishingly imaginative, tenderly comedic,
and unerringly wise, The Wanderers explores the differences between those who go
and those who stay, telling a story about the desire behind all exploration: the longing
for discovery and the great search to understand the human heart.
"In southern Texas, on Saturday nights, women are disappearing. One vanishes from a
movie theater. Another is ripped from her car at a stoplight. Another vanishes from her
home while checking on her baby. Rookie FBI agent Caitlin Hendrix, newly assigned to
the FBI's elite Behavioral Analysis Unit, fears that a serial killer is roaming the dark
roads outside Austin ... To track the UNSUB, Caitlin must get inside his mind. How is he
selecting these women? Working with a legendary FBI profiler, Caitlin searches for a
homology--that elusive point where character and action come together ..."-The history of women in ancient Rome is fascinating and exhilarating. It gives a unique
insight into one of the world’s most dynamic, successful superpower civilisations and
illuminates a considerable number of admirable, exciting, evil, slatternly and dangerous
women fighting to be heard and seen against insurmountable odds in a world run by
men for men.‘Silent’ is a word that is sometimes used to describe these women,
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because of the paucity of their own first-hand evidence for their lives; ‘silent’ can also
be used to describe how the typical Roman male liked his women. Some women,
though, broke that silence and forged an identity of their own in a largely suspicious,
paranoid, patronising and critical world.It is those women whom we meet in this
intriguing book. Paul Chrystal examines aspects of the Roman woman’s lifestyle and
her evolving role in the family. We meet the assertive, brave, pernicious and
outrageous women in the public arena; we learn about women’s education and of
artistic, cultured women; we meet women soothsayers, witches and ghosts; we
examine the role of women in religion and in the mystery cults. We learn of women as
health professionals; women’s medicine; women’s sexuality; woman as mistress,
prostitute and pimp.
Grâce à son don de clairvoyance, Meg Corbyn a gagné sa place auprès des dangereux
terra indigene de Lakeside. Lorsque l’apparition d’une nouvelle drogue violente et
addictive remet en cause le pacte fragile entre Autres et humains, la petite ville est de
nouveau plongée dans la tourmente. Les aptitudes de Meg devraient permettre à
Simon Wolfgard, dirigeant métamorphe de l’enclos, d’éviter un bain de sang. Mais
encore faut-il pouvoir déchiffrer ses visions à temps. D’autant que l’homme qui veut
récupérer la prophétesse se rapproche, mettant en péril les vies de tous ceux qui la
considèrent à présent comme l’une des leurs. « Par moments brutalement réaliste, il se
dégage aussi une certaine mélancolie de ce roman centré sur le combat d’une jeune
femme en quête de liberté. À ne surtout pas manquer ! » Romantic Times « L’un des
meilleurs romans de bit-lit de tous les temps. » All Things Urban Fantasy
Challenged to keep the peace between her increasingly mad emperor husband and his
warrior first love, Empress Sabina sees her son targeted by her husband's obsessions
and conspires with her former lover and a spirited redheaded girl to save the Empire.
Readers' guide included. By the national best-selling author of Mistress of Rome.
Original.
In this classic book, Madeleine L'Engle addresses the questions, What makes art Christian?
What does it mean to be a Christian artist? What is the relationship between faith and art?
Through L'Engle's beautiful and insightful essay, readers will find themselves called to what the
author views as the prime tasks of an artist: to listen, to remain aware, and to respond to
creation through one's own art.
“New York, Paris, London—every grand metropolis—has its own irresistible attraction but Rome
so swirls with stories of saints and sinners...lovers and fighters, that she compels you towards
her, like gravity.... No one leaves her unaltered. Part of you always loves her. This is the place
where passions are aroused, senses inflamed, and lovers fall into each other’s arms. It all
appears to unfold like magic but I will tell you what really happens...Come with me, if you will,
and observe my labors.” Mark Lamprell's One Summer Day in Rome is an enchanting novel
about three couples drawn irresistibly to Rome, narrated by the city itself. Alice, an art student
in New York City, has come to Rome in search of adventure and inspiration before settling
down with her steady, safe fiancé. Meg and Alec, busy parents and successful business
people from LA, are on a mission to find the holy grail, a certain blue tile that will make their
home renovation complete—but soon it becomes clear that their marriage needs a makeover as
well. Connie and Lizzie are women of a certain age—“Sometimes I look at my laughter lines
and wonder what on earth could have been that funny”—who come from London to scatter the
ashes of their beloved husband and brother. Both women are seemingly done with romance,
but Rome has other ideas. Brimming with wit and charm (and gelato), One Summer Day in
Rome is the most delicious novel you will read this summer.
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Heralding the arrival of “a huge literary talent” (Karl Ove Knausgaard), Megan Nolan’s riveting
debut is “a blistering anti-romance” (Catherine Lacey) about love addiction and what it does to
us. Wouldn’t I do anything to reverse my loss, the absence of him? In the first scene of this
provocative gut-punch of a novel, our unnamed narrator meets a magnetic writer named
Ciaran and falls, against her better judgment, completely in his power. After a brief, allconsuming romance he abruptly rejects her, sending her into a tailspin of jealous obsession
and longing. If he ever comes back to her, she resolves to hang onto him and his love at all
costs, even if it destroys her… Part breathless confession, part lucid critique, Acts of
Desperation renders a consciousness split between rebellion and submission, between
escaping degradation and eroticizing it, between loving and being lovable. With unsettling,
electric precision, Nolan dissects one of life’s most elusive mysteries: Why do we want what
we want, and how do we want it? Combining the intellectual excitement of Rachel Cusk with
the emotional rawness of Elena Ferrante, Acts of Desperation interrogates the nature of desire,
power, and toxic relationships, challenging us to reckon honestly with our own insatiability.
Meg and Mog meet a new friend - a Roman who is in need of help! But will Meg's spell get him
to London? Find out in this colourful new adventure and find out more about what Romans
were really like... The Meg and Mog books have been entertaining children for nearly forty-five
years; with their vibrant and unique artwork - they are perfect for sharing together, reading
alone, and exploring the colours, shapes and characters in the pictures.
The January/February 2017 issue of the Hugo Award winning Uncanny Magazine. Featuring
new fiction by Sam J. Miller, A. Merc Rustad, Cassandra Khaw, Maria Dahvana Headley,
Theodora Goss, and Tansy Rayner Roberts, reprinted fiction by Ann Leckie, essays by Mark
Oshiro, Natalie Luhrs, Delilah S. Dawson, and Angel Cruz, poetry by Carlos Hernandez, Nin
Harris, and Nicasio Andres Reed, interviews with A. Merc Rustad and Maria Dahvana Headley
by Julia Rios, a cover by John Picacio, and an editorial by Lynne M. Thomas and Michael
Damian Thomas.
Allie Finkle is ten years old. She's got two annoying little brothers and a dog called Marvin.
She's also got a bunch of rules - most of them, like 'Don't get a pet that poops in your hand',
having been discovered through bitter experience. In this funny, fast-moving series, Allie
makes (and breaks) rules all over the place as she deals with everything that life can throw at
her. In Moving Day Allie absolutely DOES NOT want to move house. Moving means leaving
behind her pretty pink room and her best friend, Mary Kay. The new house is cold, old, dark
and creepy, and there is almost definitely a ZOMBIE HAND living in the attic! Listening to your
parents is a golden rule, but how can Allie convince her family that moving is a very bad idea?
As the author of twenty-four novels, Elizabeth George is one of the most successful - and
prolific - novelists today. In Mastering the Process, George offers a master class in the art and
science of crafting a novel, sharing her wealth of experience with would-be novelists, and with
crime fiction fans. Using her actual work to illustrate the various steps of novel writing that she
explores in this book, she illustrates her points about plotting, characterisation and technique
with great clarity and generosity. Drawing from her personal photos, early notes, character
analyses, and rough drafts for every stage of her novel Careless in Red, George offers us an
intimate look at the procedures she follows, from researching location to imagining plot to
creating characters to the actual writing and revision processes themselves. At the same time,
she gives invaluable advice for writers about what has worked for her - and what hasn't.
Mastering the Process provides writers with practical, prescriptive, and achievable tools for
creating a novel, editing a novel, and problem solving when in the midst of a novel, from a
master storyteller at the top of her game. Elizabeth George has taught creative writing both
nationally and internationally for over thirty years and is the author of Write Away, described as
'one novelist's approach to fiction and the writing life'.

The Codex Amiatinus is perhaps the most famous copy of the Bible surviving in
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Western Europe. A fascinating and elusive manuscript, with a suite of decorated
folios, it was made in Anglo-Saxon England around the turn of the eighth century
at the twin monastic foundation of Wearmouth and Jarrow as one of three such
'pandects'. Created at the monastic foundation celebrated in the work of the
Venerable Bede, this vast and luxe manuscript was sent by the Northumbrian
monks as a gift to the Pope in 716 and, after a sojourn of some 900 years at
Monte Amiato (Tuscany), it was donated to the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana
in Florence in the eighteenth century. As a result of an international conference
held to commemorate the 1300th anniversary of the departure of the manuscript
from Northumberland and coinciding with the production and presentation of a
facsimile of the Codex to the Museum at Jarrow, this volume - the first devoted to
the Codex Amiatinus - brings together twelve essays that offer a new appraisal of
this remarkable book, and of the contexts that surrounded its production.
Encompassing its text, its images, its social, political and ecclesiastical contexts
and its later medieval legacy, the contributions to this volume highlight several
previously unrecognised aspects and details of the manuscript that further our
understanding of the Codex as a book, and as inheritor and progenitor of
manuscript traditions in its own right.
In Restoration London, sixteen-year-old Meg Moore is something of an anomaly.
Unlike other girls her age, Meg pores over books. She spends long hours
conversing with the famous authors and poets who visit her father's bookstore,
and even writes her own stories, laboring over every word until her hand is black
with ink. Without warning, however, Meg comes to learn exactly how powerful
words can be. The day her best friend's brother Edward sets sail for Italy, Meg
scoffs at his attempts at romance by answering him with a thoughtless jest. Soon
news travels to London that Edward's ship has been captured and he has been
sold as a slave in North Africa – and Meg cannot shake the thought that her cruel
words are the cause. Now Meg must use her fiery language to bring Edward
home, imploring her fellow Londoners to give all that they can to buy Edward's
freedom. But once Meg learns to direct the power behind her words, will she be
able to undo the damage she has caused, and write freely the stories that she
longs to put to paper? This inspired sequel to At the Sign of the Star continues
Meg's story with elegance and élan. A True and Faithful Narrative is a 2007 Bank
Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.
Meg, Mog and Owl are back in a wonderful outdoor adventure. The three head
off in a canoe for an exciting hunting trip but it doesn't take long for things to start
going wrong. First, they forget to tie up the canoe, then they can't find anything to
eat and finally disaster looms when they can't light a fire. Meg resorts to using
one of her trusty spells, managing to conjure up a charming Chinese dragon who
lights their fire, provides something to eat and flies them all safely home.
Visit the world of ancient Rome, from bustling streets and the busy port to
steaming baths and gruesome games. This book reveals how the Romans really
lived.
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Investigates the participation of black Africans, usually referred to as
"Ethiopians," by the Greek and Romans, in classical civilization, concluding that
they were accepted by pagans and Christians without prejudice.
The ultimate adventure retold for children! Odysseus must battle his way home
from war with the Greek Gods pitted against him. But what will he find when he
gets there? From the gory tale of the Cyclops to the trickery of the Trojan Horse,
Homer's classic, The Odyssey, is filled with stories of bravery, cleverness and
heroism. This picture-book retelling of Odysseus's epic journey is the perfect
introduction to this essential story. "Pienkowski is a genius" Independent
It's not easy being Apollo, especially when you've been turned into a human and
banished from Olympus. On his path to restoring five ancient oracles and
reclaiming his godly powers, Apollo (aka Lester Papadopoulos) has faced both
triumphs and tragedies. Now his journey takes him to Camp Jupiter in the San
Francisco Bay Area, where the Roman demigods are preparing for a desperate
last stand against the evil Triumvirate of Roman emperors. Hazel, Reyna, Frank,
Tyson, Ella, and many other old friends will need Apollo's aid to survive the
onslaught. Unfortunately, the answer to their salvation lies in the forgotten tomb
of a Roman ruler . . . someone even worse than the emperors Apollo has already
faced.
with a wisdom well in advance of his years, he strives to keep his family together, as
everything he understands is turned upside down." --Book Jacket.
'Queer: A Graphic History Could Totally Change the Way You Think About Sex and Gender'
Vice Activist-academic Meg-John Barker and cartoonist Jules Scheele illuminate the histories
of queer thought and LGBTQ+ action in this groundbreaking non-fiction graphic novel. From
identity politics and gender roles to privilege and exclusion, Queer explores how we came to
view sex, gender and sexuality in the ways that we do; how these ideas get tangled up with our
culture and our understanding of biology, psychology and sexology; and how these views have
been disputed and challenged. Along the way we look at key landmarks which shift our
perspective of what’s ‘normal’ – Alfred Kinsey’s view of sexuality as a spectrum, Judith
Butler’s view of gendered behaviour as a performance, the play Wicked, or moments in
Casino Royale when we’re invited to view James Bond with the kind of desiring gaze usually
directed at female bodies in mainstream media. Presented in a brilliantly engaging and witty
style, this is a unique portrait of the universe of queer thinking.
"FFing" is a collection of poetry and prose spun from the mind of a multi-racial adolescent
outcast growing up in a rapidly shifting post 9/11 world. This modern reality is juxtaposed within
the confines of a rigidly consistent small town in Texas. The author's inner analysis of her own
coming of age through a freshly cracked cocoon of sexual awakening intersects with newly
established concerns about the outer world and one's place in it. The widely accepted view of
the universe as one of concrete dualities begins to melt away as the author actively explores
the gloriously grey edges of existence.
During his long reign of near-absolute power, Caesar Augustus established the Pax Romana,
which gave Rome two hundred years of peace and social stability, and established an empire
that would endure for five centuries and transform the history of Europe and the
Mediterranean. Ronald Mellor offers a collection of primary sources featuring multiple
viewpoints of the rise, achievements, and legacy of Augustus and his empire. His cogent
introduction to the history of the Age of Augustus encourages students to examine such
subjects as the military in war and peacetime, the social and cultural context of political
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change, the reform of administration, and the personality of the emperor himself. Document
headnotes, a list of contemporary literary sources, a glossary of Greek and Latin terms, a
chronology, questions for consideration, and a selected bibliography offer additional
pedagogical support.
Meg and Mog meet a new friend - a Roman who is in need of help! But will Meg's spell get him
to London? Find out in this colourful new adventure and find out more about what Romans
were reallylike . . . The Meg and Mog books have been entertaining children for nearly fortyfive years; with their vibrant and unique artwork - they are perfect for sharing together, reading
alone, and exploring the colours, shapes and characters in the pictures.
The activist and TED speaker Megan Phelps-Roper reveals her life growing up in the most
hated family in America At the age of five, Megan Phelps-Roper began protesting
homosexuality and other alleged vices alongside fellow members of the Westboro Baptist
Church in Topeka, Kansas. Founded by her grandfather and consisting almost entirely of her
extended family, the tiny group would gain worldwide notoriety for its pickets at military funerals
and celebrations of death and tragedy. As Phelps-Roper grew up, she saw that church
members were close companions and accomplished debaters, applying the logic of
predestination and the language of the King James Bible to everyday life with aplomb—which,
as the church’s Twitter spokeswoman, she learned to do with great skill. Soon, however,
dialogue on Twitter caused her to begin doubting the church’s leaders and message: If
humans were sinful and fallible, how could the church itself be so confident about its beliefs?
As she digitally jousted with critics, she started to wonder if sometimes they had a point—and
then she began exchanging messages with a man who would help change her life. A gripping
memoir of escaping extremism and falling in love, Unfollow relates Phelps-Roper’s moral
awakening, her departure from the church, and how she exchanged the absolutes she grew up
with for new forms of warmth and community. Rich with suspense and thoughtful reflection,
Phelps-Roper’s life story exposes the dangers of black-and-white thinking and the need for
true humility in a time of angry polarization.
Meg, Mog and Owl stay in a castle. They meet a ghost, fight a battle, and have a feast.

When Allie Finkle's mom announces that she has to go to Brittany Hauser's
birthday party instead of her friend Missy's baton competition, Allie must decide if
lying to Missy will be worth the consequences of her actions.
When passion is punishable by death, can one priestess keep her emotions
concealed and help steer the course of history? Ancient Rome is a world of
power and privilege, secrets and sacred duty. The esteemed priestesses of
Vesta – the Vestal Virgins – are charged with ensuring the Eternal Flame in their
temple never goes out. While it burns, Rome cannot fall. They are known as the
Brides of Rome. Dedicated to a thirty-year vow of chaste service, Priestess
Pomponia finds herself swept up in the intrigue, violence, wars and bedroom
politics of Rome’s elite – Julius Caesar, Marc Antony and Cleopatra, Octavian
and Livia – all the while guarding the secret affection she has in her heart. But
when a charge of incestum – a broken vow of chastity – is made against the
Vestal order, the ultimate punishment looms: death by being buried alive. Debra
May Macleod skilfully recreates the world of ancient Rome with all its brutality
and brilliance, all its rich history and even richer legend. A true page-turner that is
as smart as it is compelling, this must-read novel brings the Vestal order to life
like never before. Perfect for fans of Kate Quinn and Margaret George. Praise for
Brides of Rome 'A fascinating look inside the lives of the enigmatic Vestal Virgins
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of Rome, who tended the sacred flame of Vesta in her temple in the Forum. But
they were at the heart of Roman politics as well, true 'brides of Rome' who had a
ringside seat in events of Roman history, and had a hand in them as well.
Macleod lets us enter their forbidden and mysterious lives in a page-turning story
of the birth of the Roman empire' Margaret George, New York Times bestselling
author of The Confessions of Young Nero 'In an age of murderous warlords and
ruthless politicians (often indistinguishable from one another) the seemingly
benign Vestals could hold the balance of power. Debra May Macleod has written
a fascinating mystery set within the relentlessly masculine world of Roman power
politics, but seen through the lens of a unique, all-female institution. The Vestals
did not just tend Rome's sacred flame. They guarded Rome's secrets' John
Maddox Roberts, author of the Edgar-nominated SPQR Roman Mystery series
'Riveting... This smart repartee captivates in every way' Steve Berry, New York
Times bestselling author of The Warsaw Protocol 'Macleod gives readers a very
rich picture of what the day-to-day life of the Vestal Virgins was like. This is very
intelligent and well-researched Roman historical fiction, populated with very
strong female lead characters (including a scene-stealing rendition of Livia). A
fine start to a promising series' Historical Novel Society
"BOLD. IMPORTANT. BEAUTIFUL.” - Laura Taylor Namey, New York Times
bestselling author of A Cuban Girl’s Guide to Tea and Tomorrow In Erin Hahn’s
Never Saw You Coming, sometimes it takes a leap of faith to find yourself.
Eighteen-year-old Meg Hennessey just found out her entire childhood was a lie.
So instead of taking a gap year before college to find herself, she ends up
traveling north to meet what’s left of the family she never knew existed - all while
questioning the ideals she grew up with. While there, she meets Micah Allen, a
former pastor’s kid whose dad ended up in prison, leaving Micah with his own
complicated relationship with faith. The clock is ticking on his probation hearing
and Micah, now 19, feels the pressure to forgive - even when he can’t possibly
forget. As Meg and Micah grow closer, they are confronted with the heavy
flutterings of first love and all the complications it brings. Together, they must
navigate the sometimes-painful process of cutting ties with childhood beliefs as
they build toward something truer and straight from the heart. "Heartfelt and
utterly genuine... I already want to reread it." - Erin A. Craig, New York Times
bestselling author of Small Favors
Cartoonist Jane Harris is delighted by the prospect of her first-ever trip to Europe.
But it's hate at first sight for Jane and Cal Langdon, and neither is too happy at
the prospect of sharing a villa with one another for a week—not even in the
beautiful and picturesque Marches countryside. But when Holly and Mark's
wedding plans hit a major snag that only Jane and Cal can repair, the two find
themselves having to put aside their mutual dislike for one another in order to get
their best friends on the road to wedded bliss—and end up on a road themselves
... one neither of them ever expected.
A story about Meg the witch and her cat Mog, taken from the television series
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and illustrated with pictures from the TV animation. Meg's old cauldron has
stopped working. While it is being repaired Meg, Mog and Owl borrow a splendid
modern cauldron that seems to be able to do anything. But things quickly start to
go wrong . . .
Drawn to the mysteries of tropical rain forests and fascinated by life in the
treetops, Meg Lowman has pursued a life of scientific exploration while raising
her two sons, Edward and James Burgess. This book recounts their family
adventures in remote parts of the world (Samoa, West Africa, Peru, Panama,
India, Biosphere 2, and others), from the perspectives of both kids and parent.
Together they explore tropical rain forests, encounter anacondas and piranhas,
eat crickets as hors d’oeuvres, discover new species, and nurture a family ethic
for conservation. The chapters of the book focus on field biology questions, the
canopy access methods developed to answer the questions, and conservation or
education components of each expedition. Lowman enumerates the challenges
and joys of juggling parenthood and career, and the children reflect on how their
mom’s work has affected their lives. A rollicking, inspiring book, It’s a Jungle Up
There is an upbeat portrayal of how a parent’s career can imprint children, and
how children in turn can influence the success and trajectory of their parent’s
career.
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